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ANE INTRODUCES:

KEYnote
Are you a VAX/VMS All-in-one user?
Are you going to a LOTUS NOTES solution?
Do you need to have e-mail and documents converted to your new corporate
standard format? Do you want to do the file conversions one-by-one or “en masse”?
For the past few years, you have been an avid customer of DEC’s All-in-1 for VAX/VMS. Your client
base has entered thousands of mail messages and word processing documents. They are filed in
drawers/folders which have enabled easy document management.
Your new corporate standard is client-server based Lotus Notes, possibly using a popular word
processing package; maybe Microsoft Word or WordPerfect. And your clients want all or some of
their legacy documents accessible to their desktop groupware.
For historical and easy-access purposes, you may want to move all your mail messages and/or word
processing documents to a Notes database. (If you are moving mail messages, your requirements do
not include having the mail message in a format for a respond.)
Additionally, you want to optionally work on your documents from either Lotus Notes (using your PCbased word processor) or directly from your PC-based word processor.

Office Automation Solutions
KEYNOTE is our conversion management software used in conjunction with KEYPLUS, which has
been the solution for companies from 25 to over 2000 clients.
KEYPLUS, processing on your VAX/VMS system, writes files, (converted to a PC-based word
processing format), directly to a shared network disk drive or they can be transferred after the
conversions are complete.
KEYNOTE, processing on your workstations or server, will create LOTUS NOTES
documents. Each Lotus Notes document will consist of four fields.
DRAWER - If you have All-in-1 V3, this field will be filled with the “drawer” name as
known to All-in-1. This will be a “categorized” field.
FOLDER - This field will be filled with the “folder” name as known to All-in-1. This will
be a “categorized” field.
SUBJECT - This field will be filled with the “subject” (document description) as known
in All-in-1.
ATTACH - This field will contain an attachment link to the converted document.
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